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the instrument collection of reggaeton refill includes a variety of different latin percussion instruments, such as the lava drums, congas, guiro and timbales, amongst others. included are also a couple of other instruments, such as a shaker, a marimba
and a range of other percussion instruments including a puerto rican drum kit. one of the main features of reggaeton refill is that the sound collection is sorted by genre and style, allowing users to quickly navigate to the sounds they need. with the
sound categorization users can easily find that perfect percussion sound for their song with a simple click of a mouse. tired of the same old beats and percussion loops? the reggaeton refill offers a variety of dancehall-style drum loops. with its two

exclusive rex2 drum loops, reggaeton refill gives you the flexibility to play drums from any style. with drum loop category specific play lists, its the perfect tool for both new producers and seasoned veterans of the hip-hop and r&b genres.
propellerhead's reggaeton refill is a collection of drum loops and percussion loops, designed to suit the sounds of reggaeton and latin music. with a wide range of acoustic and electronic drum kits, the plug-in also includes percussion loops and music
loops. although the three brothers have made a name for themselves with their latin/reggae sound, they have been noted for their use of styles from many different cultures and musical styles. while there are influences from and between latin and

reggae music, the reggaeton refill should not be considered to fall under either category. the sound is a unique blend of latin and reggae that has been around for some time. the trio mixes a variety of percussion styles from reggae, latin, hip-hop and
spanish. some elements of reggae can be heard in the fusion, and the latin element is clearly present in the music as well. overlaying all of these styles together make for some very fresh, very funky new music, and with the addition of the reggaeton

refill, the individual songs in this sample pack are fun and will inspire you to make some new music.
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the reason 10.1 update
was released may 8, 2018
and included new features

to the sdk (system
development kit) that
allow rack extension

developers to create new
player devices introduced
in reason version 9. prior
to this, the only player
devices available were

those developed by
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propellerhead themselves.
the update also included a

new player device by
propellerhead as well as
an update to the europa
synth that allows audio
samples to be used as

wavetables. there are a
number of plugins and vst

instruments that are
designed specifically for

this genre of music. many
of these are available in
reason and other music
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creation software. some of
these plugins may be used
to create a unique sound

or style. however, they are
often called out of context,

and are not exclusively
used for reggaeton. these
are some of the plugins

that are commonly
associated with

reggaeton: icicle puffy
push the rapists bruker

reggaeton reggaeton has
a large influence on the
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sound of many other latin
genres, most notably the
latin american music of

puerto rico. more
specifically, hip-hop is a
strong influence, having

borrowed a lot from
reggae and jazz. a variety

of latin american music
genres have also been

influenced by reggaeton,
most notably the hip hop-

influenced salsa and
merengue. the various
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styles of reggaeton can be
traced back to the late

1980s, but the genre was
not popularized until the

early 1990s. this refill
features over 360

megabytes of samples,
loops and comes with 220

drum & percussion rex
files, 75 nn-xt sampler

patches in categories like
drums, fx, stabs, vinyl fx,
vocals and more including

midi files and 20 song
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starter demo tracks. it is a
great toolbox for reason

users looking for that
reggaeton sound.
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